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Alumni donate money 
to Project Gold 
~Y Colleen Keomey 
The Alumni Board of Direc-
tors unanimously decided 10 do-
nate $5100 10 Project Gold at their 
semi-annual meeting held Home-
coming Weekend 
"The money will be used 10 
help organize students, obtain 
needed resources, and help with 
transportation," said Pete Ber-
JWdo, director of Alumni Rela-
tions. "The Student Union has the 
people resources, the Alumni have 
the monetary resources." 
The money is allocated for a 
number of purposes including a 
trip to a homeless shelter in Wash-
ingtonD.C. 
Some of the money will be 
used to celebrate Thanksgiving. 
Members of the Theta Kappa so-
rority will prepare food baskets 
and deliver them to 30 needy in-
ner-city families. 
A large portion of the gift, 
$2100, will be used 10 finance van 
rentals for Projeet Gold next se-
mestez. 
"There are people that want 10 
donate their time, but have no 
transportation," said Bernardo. 
"Since tl)e athletic and housing 
vans are in constant use, a van 
especially for Project Gold will 
allow students 10 have access to 
the projects." 
In addition, $1000 has been 
appropriated for the Meals on 
Wheels program. Volunteers will 
drive a van loaded with food for 
the hungry on theW est and East 
sides of Cleveland in conjunction 
with St. Malachi's Church, God-
speed Hunger Center, and Cam-
pus Ministry. 
"The money that was given by 
the Student Union was fundamen-
tal to _getting the project otT the 
ground," said Joe Cimperman, 
Student Union chief justice and 
Project Gold organizer. ''This 
boost from the Alumni will make 
the project permanent" 
''The Alumni are very inter-
ested in supporting student activi-
ties," said Bernardo. "They were 
especially interested in student 
initiatives on social responsibil-
ity." 
In addition 10 the money allo-
cated by the Alumni Board of 
Directors, the Alumni Office will 
also ask for individual donations 
of money and talent for upcoming 
Project Gold programs. 
''The physical and financial 
suppon from the Alumni has been 
keytogettingProjectGoldgoing," 
said Cimperman. "We hope it 
will continue." 
John Carroll aJltering system for 
appealing final grades 
by Mario Thomas 
News Reporter 
A new system for appealing 
final grades is currently under 
consLruction by the Academic 
Policy Committee of the Faculty 
Forum. 
A faculty member brought it to 
theauention of the committee that 
there is no written statement re-
garding gradt• appeals. 
"Students i~avepreviously been 
able 10 unoffit ially protest grades, 
going first to Lhe teacher," said Dr. 
Donald M. Poduska, chainnan of 
the Academic Policy Committee 
and of the department of classical 
and modem languages. "If differ-
ences could not be resolved, the 
students would then approach the 
Members of ROTC enjoy the Military Ball held last Friday in 
the SAC Coafernce roo.. FrGal 1Ift -~,.---Lyaa 
Carroll, Amy MacLean, Krista Bernard, A ry Winnett, and 
Brian Murphy. ·pboU>byR.ocbdJUoo 
Carroll reinellnbers 
Jesuit trage y 
by Moe McGuiness 
Tomorrow will mark the first 
anniversary of the assassination 
of six Jesuit priests, their house-
keeper and her daughter in San 
Salvador. In commemoration, 
John Carroll University will offer 
a memorial lecture. 
murders, and found that a death 
squad made pP of members of the 
elite Salvadoran Atlacatl Brigade 
were responsible for the deaths. 
Two weeks before his death, 
Montes was presented a Human 
on pageS 
chair of the department, and fi-
nally the dean." 
"There are very few instances 
of appealing grades; it is not a 
wholesale problem," Poduska 
continued. "However, on those 
occasions when there is a conflict, 
students should know what they 
can do and what procedure to fol-
low." 
The committee is still in the 
beginning stages of formulating a 
statement. After a preliminary 
statement is written, it will be cir-
culated among faculty for input. 
The committee will then hold open 
bearings for interested individu-
als 10 react and offer suggestions. 
After the statement is revised, 
it will be presented 10 a faculty 
forum. The forum will vote on the 
proposal and if passed, it will be 
forwarded to Rev. John P. Sch-
legel,S.J.,executiveandacadem.ic 
vice president, and Rev. Michael 
J. Lavelle, S.J., president. The 
SladOnt ..... "A'ili ....... COR-
suited for approval. 
The committee hopes 10 hold 
open hearings early next semes-
ter. 
Poduska urges students 10 in-
teract with faculty and relate aca-
demic concerns. 
"It is extremely important for 
students and faculty to discuss 
ideas and problems in order 10 
better John Carroll," he said. 
"The purpose of the Academic 
Policy Committee is to make the 
university community aware of 
academic concerns and to try to 
correct problems." 
Students defend 
the Paceilli Lion 
· .. a 
Leonard Calabrese, Rev. Tho-
mas L. Schubeck, S.J. and Rev. 
Joseph P. Fitzpatrick, S.J. will 
speak at the Rev. Segundo Mon-
tes, S.J. Memorial Lecture, spon-
sored by lhe Sociology Depan-
ment. The lecture will begin at 
7:30p.m., and will be followed by 
a candelight procession and a 
memorial service in St. Francis 
Chapel. 
Students fast for 
hunger awareness 
The Jesuits and the women 
were killed by Salvadoran mili-
tary, who claimed that their preach-
ing to the poor was causing unrest 
amongthecitizens.ASpecialTask 
Force from the U.S. House of 
Representatives investigated the 
IID~U~QJtllj 
Blue Streaks end 
football season 
with victory 
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Blood of martyrs etched in stone 
On March 24, 1980, Archbishop of El Salvador Oscar Romero was 
assassinated. 
On December 3, 1980, four Cleveland women, including three nuns, 
were murdered in El Salvador. 
On November 16, 1989, six Jesuit priests and their cook and her daughter 
were, as Rev. John Schlegel, S.J., wrote, "barbarously tortured and shot 
dead" during the night at the Universidad Centroamericano. 
• 
"We hope and beg that the blood of our brothers [and sisters] will not 
have been spilled in vain. We trust that the life and the rights of so many 
other persons of the Salvadoran Church and population, who have been 
threatened, will be respected and that a just peace will be impressed on the 
conscience of all," said Rev. Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J., Jesuit superior 
general in Rome upon the news of the Jesuit murders. 
For ten years now the community of John Carroll has watched the lives 
of Christian workers undermined by a U.S. funded Salvadoran regime. We 
have felt helpless as women and men have risked their lives for causes 
which we too support as Jesuit-trained people. But we are not helpless. 
Tomorrow marks the one year anniversary of the death of these six 
Jesuits. Carroll will honor this event with a memorial lecture. But the 
injustices experienced in Central America are not isolated events. As such, 
Mark Sdud'M~r/&Utor 
Boluaie Wal~llt,~ISiSLIIOt 
. Worl4 VitU' 
Pat M£lllt Edltcr 
·BdhW~d.;~t 
CltJIIplu Ufr 
Cuey M(1v0jl Edtto.. 
Patddc Sadlln:, Assistant 
more than a single event is necessary to serve as a call to action. 
As a constant reminder of the injustices suffered in this particular 
incident, The Carroll News proposes that the new residence hall, tempo-
raril y called Gnu Hall, be commemorated in their honor, eithercollecti vely 
in the name of Salvador Hall or possibly with the name of one of the 
victims. Such a name would be an ideal way to impress upon our own 
consciences the realities of world around us. 
Perhaps, this iniative could draw attention to Carroll. And rightly so. As 
a Jesuit institution, it would only be fitting that the University take this 
affumative step in confirming our committment to peace and social justice 
in the world. One could not utter the name of the hall without acknowleding 
the region's bloody. It is this constant reminderthat would shape generations 
of students to come and act a a catalyst to stop these injustices. 
The Administration has hinted that a very large sum of money is 
wanted in order to have a name imprinted on the dormitory. While the CN 
does not have such resources, we call upon the alumni and Cleveland com-
munities to support the naming in the honor of the martyrs. And while 
dollars seem to be an important factor, it is crucial that we remember the 
thousands of human beings who have already invested their lives into 
peace. Consequently, the naming of the building in their honor would be 
a fitting action on our part. 
Enttrl#inllitWt 
Bu~Editor 
PJulW1tSe-nl~U\q~ As&lstlmt 
FHtura 
Bring body bags hoine eiDpty 
Cl:trUtine VomaoAiditot ·. 
xmhwnuams.Assistant ., , 
20,000 
body bags. 
That's what 
the United 
States sent to 
Saudi Arabia 
with the first 
shipment of 
troops and 
supplies. 20,000 body bags. That 
represents 20,000 young women 
and men exploded into pieces by 
shrapnel or suffocated by poison 
gas. 
The fact that the U.S. sent 
20,000 body bags to the Gulf 
clearly establishes that from the 
beginning of this conflict the 
Defense Department pJanned for 
heavy casualties. But that's not 
the story we hear from the Ad-
ministration. We hear pleasant 
phrases like "peace-keeping 
forces" and .. defense of democ-
racy." 
Peace-keeping forces? 20,000 
soldiers zipped to rest. but never 
at peace. 
Defenseofdemocracy? Saudi 
Arabia and Kuwait are not demo-
cratic countries. 
With the diversion of Sl bil-
lion each month (from already 
constricted domestic programs), 
the United States has escalated the 
conflict to bring us to the brink of 
war. Furthennore. the U.S. has 
made liUle effort to facilitate a 
diplomatic solution. The U.S. will 
not concede to any of Saddam 
Hussein's demands, even though 
some of them are legitimate, such 
as ceding oil rights that are geo-
graphically Iraqi. President Bush 
will not concede because he is 
unwilling to sacrifice his image, 
even forthelivesofatleast20,000 
of the Americans he has pledged 
to serve. 
Although the United Nations 
and diplomats world-wide are 
auempting to diffuse the situation 
in the Middle East through non-
violent means. the military 
continues its build-up and 
continues to heighten tensions with 
its presence. 
Inst.ead of shipping 150,000 
more troops and countless more 
body bags, Bush must bring our 
women and men home, swallow 
his pride and aUow a peaceful 
resolution to occur. 
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Student's illness takes him on strange trip 
Humor is found in the dispensing of treatment 
by Chuck Beilstein ME: (Sniffle) Oh, but I do ... Well, passing time was mainly spent viewing more 
soaps than Linda Hirsch, the last umpteen weeks of The 
Simpsons ,aboutasmanyofTwinPeaks, andareallysweU 
Central American horror movie. Papa Beilstein's quaran-
tine allowed few other options. 
Just a word of advice ... DON'T GET SICK ON CAM-
PUS!!! 
1l all started two weeks ago when I woke up with a 
"doggie cough." (Named after that floppy-eared mongrel 
in the Looney Tunes cartoons who sneaks up on the cat and 
scares the, living you-know-what out of the poor thing) 
Anyways ... a trip to the dispensary resulted in a plethora of 
lovely neon yellow lozenges and the prognosis that I had 
a sore throat. (Gee thanks) 
Well, after about five minutes of this, !looted another 
couple packs of lozenges and some envelopes of some 
chalky gargle. (Very yummy-- NOT!) 
The climax to my medical woes came a week later when 
1 fmally met the doctor who told me I had Blahblahblahi-
tis. (Sorry, I'm not well versed in this stuff.) Theprescrip-
But somehow, my faithful pal Johnnie got past this 
paternal blockade. Not that hours of the vocabulary game 
"Upwords," with Johnnie aren't very relaxing, but how do 
you convinceasoreloserthat"hjib" and "mozzen" are not 
real words? 
Four days later, I awoke with a monstrous headache and 
fever. How monstrous? Let me just say I understand 
Springsteen when he groans in his ode to illness; 
"Sometimes it's like someone took a knife, baby, edgy 
and dull and cut a six-inch valley through the middle of my 
skull ... Ooh-ooh-ooh, I'm on fire." 
After some vicious debate, we settled it the only fair 
way --a random phone survey. Eight people agreed with 
me, ten werenotthrilledthatwewerecallingat 11:30p.m., 
one actually agreed with Johnnie, and the 20th juror 
sounded too much like Lena Home for me to stop laughing 
long enough to ask her. 
Later, in the aforementioned dispensary, the following 
conversation took place: 
ME: (Hack-Hack) I was here a couple days ago with a 
sore throat, but now I've got a cold. 
ANONYMOUS MEDICALPERSONNEL:Oh good-
you don't have a sore throat anymore? 
lion: lots of rest and some pills that double as elephant tran-
quilizers. So I headed home to McSuburb for some R&R 
and Mom's home cooking and a soft bed in a clean quiet 
room. (Does this whet your appetite for Thanksgiving 
break or what?) 
Amazingly,] recuperated. 
The moral: If you get sick, watch the tube and hang out 
with Johnnie. (I'llleave his number at the dispensary). 
Don't nurse an all-day lozenge. Don't suck down pills 
the size of roaches. And defmitely don't drink hot tea with 
mentholyptis cough drops dissolved in it (A tip I think was 
meant as a joke; but I was desperate enough to try it) 
ME: (Hack) No, I have both. 
A.M.P.: Oh, no- you can't have both. 
McSuburb is so nicknamed because the biggest histori-
cal event to occur in our fme town was the arrival of a 
certain fast food chain. 
O.K., last time .. if you are feeling ill, take a large dose 
of television and see me in the morning. Any questions? 
Forum article again draws student response 
I commend Paul Repasy's response to Sutton Kinter's Nov. 1, 1990 Carroll News 
on monetary reparations for Japanese-Americans. However, he did not go far 
... """''" in his letter. 
Kinter's editorial did not border on racism, but was instead chock-full of white-
1<!.,,,.. ... ,...,..,. .... rhetoric and racist ideals that are unfortunately even present on the John 
University campus. 
Kinter's "we vs. them" propaganda was apparent throughout his editorial. Phrases 
"our past" and "our generation" seem to imply that African- and Japanese- Ameri-
do not pay taxes, don't attend John Carroll, and are not a vital part of the American 
I beg to differ. 
Kinter also has the audacity to not only question these minorities' loyalty to America, 
"'u''"'~·vsuggests that they owe ,Uncle Sam tribute money for effectively spending the last 
decades of policy promoting minority self-interest 
Nowhere in his editorial does he mention that many political and educational 
eaClters-tKltll black and whit.e,-see America today as more racist than in the 1960's. 
Nor does he mention that many minorities live in poverty and a state of helplessness 
not because they are any less motivated or intelligent than the white majority, but 
P>ec:au:se of the color of their skin. 
However, even in the face of inequality and racial hatred, African-Americans have 
""'"cw"'"" loyal to America and the democratic system. 
From the Civil War, when thousands of freemen and runaway slaves lost their lives 
the preservation of the union, to the black servicemen of World War I and World War 
who were segregated from their fellow white soldiers, to the large numberofblack and 
!HJ:spamcsoldiers who died in Viemam, African-Americans have more than proved their 
to the ideals of freedom, equality, and democracy. 
Are not these the same principles upon which America was built? 
The real issue of Kinter's article was not monetary reparations, but the racial hatred 
ignorance that permeates the mind and heart of the writer and others like him. 
Melodic Smith '91 
Military vehicles complicate pedestrian's life 
I thank the ROTC and its mighty brigade of vehicles for endangering the lives of 
and my schoolbooks. 0 that such eagerness to train to protect my welfare against 
harms will instead make me become besplattered across the hood of a Mercedes 
Jaguar at a painless 55 miles per hour. 
This is likely to happen when trying to cross Belvoir, which is somewhere behind 
massive trucks. Is there some sort of University Heights law against parking for an 
~x1ten<ledperiod of time on the streets? I suggest that ROTC find somewhere else to plant 
trucks; perhaps in one of the gyms. 
With love, 
Shawn R. Phillips 
Class registration must parallel university growth 
In a school that prides itself on academic justice and consistency, this year's registra-
tion process has proven a pock mark on the face of Carroll. In light of this, registration 
thus far has been, at the most, inadequate. One knows that a situation is floundering for 
credibility when a senior business major, for example, is allowed to ~'l01i'\11C.~~ 
history class before a history m..-can. As a liberal ans major, ffOuna fr ro 
and somewhat disheartening that the courses that I bad planned to talce to fufill my major 
were closed by the end of the second day. 
John Carroll has undergone huge growth in the last five years: new dorms, new 
endowments, and new student quotas. And yet the amount of courses currently offered 
shows no anempt to parallel this progress. 1 go to school to obtain an education. I do not 
feel in the academic setting that it is appropriate, especially in a liberal arts school, to 
adopt a mentality of supply and demand. Therefore, in response to this problem, I 
propose several solutions: allow those students in the respective majors to have priority 
registration in the three and four hundred level classes, leaving the two hundred level 
courses open for everyone; hire more faculty and staff in those majors lacking the 
necessary amount of teachers; increase the present wait list limit in order to allow more 
students an opportunity to take the class. In a school that has an excellent faculty, the 
shame isn't in the quality of the education but rather the disappointment which comes 
with the inability to experience the full potential for knowledge. 
A Concerned John Carroll Student 
Kudos to campus-conscious students 
Since the start of the 1990-91 school year at John Carroll University the grounds crew 
has noticed an unfamiliar scene around campus. During the early part of the year, the 
campus, especially the dorms, Recplex and chapel areas, have been kept uncharacteris-
tically clean. In past years, students seemed to have mistaken their open windows for waste 
receptacles, leaving many areas resembling a landfJ.ll. Millions could have been made on 
recycling. 
Muchofthecreditforthis should go to Donna Byrnes and herstaffofR.A. 's who have 
worked with Grounds on this issue. But most of the credit must go to the students 
themselves, who seem to be taking pride in the exceptional surroundings John Carroll has 
to offer. 
Sincerely, 
Tom Reilley 
Grounds Supervisor 
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Paccelli lion painting is vandalism, not art 
by P.J. Hruschok 
and 
Brian BallenHne 
Like ancient man telling the 
story of his battle for life, the inner 
city graffiti artist paints the horrid 
picturesoflifeanddeath,ofmusic 
and dance, of hunger and pain. 
From the walls of caves to the 
walls of skyscrapers, stories have 
been told. 
But for the students of John 
Carroll University, graffiti has 
gone a different route: advertis-
ing. Clubs, fraternities, sororities, 
even resident assistants have 
sprayed the name of their dorm or 
organization on the face of the 
Pacelli lion claiming thatitis all in 
the fun of school spirit and tradi-
tion. 
According to the 1984 issue of 
The Carrillon, the Carroll year-
book, the Pacelli lion was origi-
nally located on an estate as part of 
a fountain at the present location 
of the Kaiser Hospital on FairhiU 
Rd. It was brought to Carroll ini-
tially intended as part of a garden 
that was never builL 
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The lion sits hunched for battle 
asasymbolofthemightofeduca-
tion, of the power of the Blue 
Streaks, and of the strength of 
each student attending Carroll. But 
that face of strength has been spat 
upon with the phlegm of a spray 
paint can. 
The argument most often asso-
ciated with the condoning of spray 
painting the lion has been that the 
lion serves to distract would-be 
vandals. It is said that this distrac-
tion pre-
vents will-
fully de-
structive 
people from 
defacing 
other things 
on the cam-
pus. This 
theory has 
been proven 
wrong. 
L a s t 
year, the 
third floor 
of Millor 
Hall had 
ceiling tiles 
ripped out, 
carpet tom, 
and bath-
room fixtures broken. Were those 
vandals distracted? Plants and pots 
around campus were stolen, bro-
ken, and were defaced by spray 
paint. Were those vandals dis-
tracted? Someone recently spray 
painted large black initials on the 
sidewalk next to Dolan and in 
front of the Recplex. Was that 
vandal distracted? 
Suppose that these damages are 
caused by a few intoxicated indi-
viduals: The "if I can drive aU 
right after two beers, then why not 
after three, or four, or ... " mental-
ity can easily be turned into "if I 
can paint the lion, why can't I 
paint the waU behind it, and the 
sidewalk, and ... " 
Anything that is damaged on 
campus must eventually be re-
paired, and repairs always cost 
money. Remember that if Carroll 
spends money, then it is your tui-
tion and housing money that they 
are spending. 
The broken pots had to be re-
paired or replaced, the stolen and 
damaged plants were replaced, 
and the third floor residents of 
Millor paid over $75 each. 
Within the past week a clean-
ing crew had to be brought onto 
the Carroll campus to sand -blast 
spray-painted initials off of the 
sidewalk. 
Physical Plant could not be 
reached for a cost estimation of 
repair. 
Any studentcaugbtdamaging 
the campus in any way is subject 
to a $50 frne or the cost of repair. 
These policies must include the 
Pacelli lion since it is part of Car-
roll property. 
"If security catches you paint-
ing the lion, then you can be fined,' 
said Meg Pinkerton, a resident 
assistant of Murphy Hall. 
With the recent slew of thefts 
on campus, security has proven to 
be in greater demand and neces-
sity. 
"Our duty is to protect the stu-
dents and prop-
erty of John 
Carroll Univer-
sity," said 
George A. 
Alaimo, a 
member of 
campus police. 
When the cam-
pus police are 
forced to pay 
more attention 
to halting the 
defacing and 
destruction of 
property then 
the students 
suffer. A secu-
rity force dis-
tracted by petty 
vandals can't 
prevent thefts or rapes. 
If students are in such dire need 
to express themselves visually, 
why don't they join the Art Club, 
the Media Club, or help the IXY 
fraternity brothers paint posters 
for the cafeteria? ' 
Graffiti in the inner city is a 
method of expression against 
poverty and adverse living condi-
tions. 
The mural projects in the ghet-
tosofNewYorkCityoverthepast 
10 years were designed to pay 
inner city children while they vent 
their anger through the artistic use 
of graffiti, not the destruction of a 
waU. 
Graffiti liberates the soul while 
limiting crime. 
These programs kept kids from 
stealing and and destroying prop-
ertythanalmostanyothergovem-
ment-sponsored program. 
I have yet to see a Carroll resi-
dent who has not been well fed, 
well housed, well clothed, or well 
educated. 
Yet students steal from others 
rooms, deslroy the bathrooms,and 
spray paint the sidewalk. 
Graffiti makers are regarded as 
legitimate artists using the waUs 
of decrepit buildings as their can-
vas. 
The Pacelli lion is not one of 
them. 
Though the lion isaremnantof 
a deslroyed fountain, it has be-
come a landmark of Carroll, a 
symbol of strength. The Pacelli 
lion itself is a work of art. 
It was designed by a man, 
sculpted by a man, and now that 
work of art is defaced by Carroll 
students almost daily. 
A graffiti creation may never 
be c:onsida'ed a Monet or a Pi-
casso by all , but would the art 
world permit a Carroll student to 
paint their organization's name 
over the Mona Lisa? How about 
giving the Venus deMilo a blue 
head? 
The only story to be told by the 
graffiti on JCU property, be it the 
sidewalk, a building, arock, or the 
Pacelli lion, is that of vandaljsm 
and the ill-founded satisfaction 
taken in the willful and unneces-
sary deslnlction of campus prop-
erty. 
-- -- . -----~ 
~-------------~----------------. ". .......... ,... . .. ~.... .............. .. .. ;...  , , , .. .... . .... . . ....... ". ... . ... , .,--. 
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Speaker commemorates 
anniversary of slayings 
Conference focuses on global 
investiDent and finance skills 
continued ~_page 1 24,1980;- AtchbishOp Oscar 
Jti8b~ Award. ,ln-hi$'-accepumce Romero was shot to death while 
speecb. be said. "1 consider it a celebrating mass in a convent 
by Alice Car1e 
NewsEdHor 
dutytoworkforbwnanrigbts,it chapel.InDecemberofthatsame John Carroll University will 
islhedntyofe\'er}'humanbeing year,fourU.S.chun:hwomeowere host a day-long conference on 
wbo has the ~nsibility ~ SQl- abducted and murdered in El Sal· global portfolio diversification on 
sitivity to tbe sufkring of the vador. Friday, Nov. 16. 
peop~" .. May their peace give hope to The conference is intended to 
ThekillingsoflheJesuitsaod us who are S1ill alive and their helpportfoliomanagers,ftnancial 
fhW' hOu~ we~OOt the memory notlet'USreslinpeace." planners,individualinvestorsand 
first instances of assassinatioos said Rev. k>n SobP.n<>. SJ. in an academics, who are interested in 
of cburoh of'flcials'Md workers annooncementfo.1beanniversary global finance, develop the skills 
in El Salvador. On March lecture,. needed to make overseas invest-
~------~--~~~--------------------~ McGeady discusses issues 
concerning adolescents and family 
by Allee Carle 
News Editor 
Sister Mary Rose McGeady, 
president and chief executive of-
ficer of Covenant House will 
addressissuesconcemingadoles-
cents and the family at John Car-
roll University's annual Alumni 
Breakfast on Nov. 18 at the 
Stouffer Tower City Plaza Hotel. 
"I hope to look at society from 
• 
the point of view of families with 
adolescent members and review 
what's currently happening to the 
American family," said McGeady. 
"I'IIalsotalkaboutsomeofmy 
personal wishes in tenns of our 
country's public policy," contin-
ued McGeady. "For example, I 
wish we could somehow give our 
schools the means to educate 
young parents." 
She will also address the his-
torical ways society has treated 
the problem of homelessness. 
McGeady received her bache-
lor's degree in sociology from 
Emmanuel College in Boston and 
her master's in clinical psychol-
ogy from Fordam University in 
New York. 
She was the executive director 
of the Learning Center for Excep-
tional Children at Brook! yn CaJ.ho. 
lie Charities. and associate execu-
tive director of Catholic Charities 
in Brooklyn. 
ments. 
The conference, sponsored by 
theEdwardJ. and Louise E. MeUen 
Chair in Finance, will feature nine 
speakers with vaned areas of 
expertise in global portfolio in-
vestments. 
The group of speakers includes 
senior regulators of U.S. and Eu-
ropean markets, managers from 
major fmanciaJ institutions, pro-
viders of international investment 
data, and representatives of secu-
rities exchanges that have been 
actively involved in international 
invesnng. 
Auditions for: 
The Real 
Inspector 
Hound 
H Play by Tom Stoppard 
Nou.14, 15, & 18 
at 8 p.m. in the 
Little Theater 
Comedian 
SAT., Nov. 17 
8:00pm Wolf-n-Pot 
Admission $1.00 
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Polls show changing U.S. electorate 
Populace becoming more moderate, modifying abortion views 
,, 
by Chuck Raasch 
CICcpvltQht 19110.1JSA TOOAV/~ C<lhQe 
lrtonnatlon .... ~ 
WASHINGTON-TheBible 
Belt may lie as much in the Upper 
Midwest as the Deep South. And 
about as many voters in North 
Carolina say they are fern inistS as 
do those in New York, Illinois 
and even traditionally liberal Min· 
nesota. 
Those are just some of the 
conclusions from e:~ttensive exit 
polls conducted in 38 states dur-
ing the midterm election a week 
ago. 
The polls frame a portrait of a 
highly disparate electorate. In 
some states, for instance, those 
favoring allowing women choice 
onabortionoutnumberthosewho 
oppose abortion by as much as a 
4-1 ratio. But in Kentucky and 
South Dakota, those opposing 
abortion outnumber by small 
margins those who refer to them-
selves as pro-choice. 
The polls also provide hintS as 
to why the big electoral battle-
groundsofthe 1990swillnotonly 
be in the Sun Belt, where the 
population is growing, but also in 
the Rust Belt, where the division 
between liberal and conservative 
is generally thinner than the rest of 
the country. 
Because liberals are more 
closely aligned with the Demo-
cratic Party and conservatives with 
the GOP, this close ideological 
split could foretell tight races in 
the industrial Midwest - just as 
governor's contestS in Michigan, 
Illinois and Minnesota were very 
close last week. 
Voters identifying themselves 
as feministS fell between a low of 
6 percent in Iowa and Kentucky to 
a high of 11 percent in New 
Hampshire, MassachusettS and 
Oregon. 
North Carolina, at 8 percent, 
fell into the same range as Michi-
gan, Rhode Island,lllinois, Penn-
sylvania and New York- all 8 
percent Minnesota, Hawaii and 
Florida each had 9 percent. 
There was a wide regional dif-
ference in how voters identified 
themselves politically, and a new 
Gallup Poll released Monday 
found the same differences. 
Countering a national trend, 
Rhode Island voters considered 
themselves more liberal than 
conservative by 28 percent to 24 
percent. Forty-five percent said 
they were moderate. 
In MassachusettS, 24 percent 
identified themselves as liberal, 
24 percent as conservative and 51 
percent as moderate. 
The most conservative states 
were mostly in the Midwest and 
South. About 42 percent of Texas 
voters identified themselves as 
conservative,14 percent said they 
were liberal, and 41 percent were 
moderate. 
The North Carolina electorate 
was 15 percent liberal, 38 percent 
conservative and 44 percent 
moderate. Kentuckians were 15 
percent liberal, 3 3 percent conser-
vative, 47 percent moderate. 
Thirty percent of Iowans said 
they were conservative, 16 per-
centlibef31and51 percentmoder-
EMPORIUM 
GRAND OPENING 
Best Pizza in America as Well ·as Pasta, Wings & Salads 
OPEN FOR 
Breakfast 
Lunch 
Dinner 
B~CHWOOD 
COMM••c• PAIIIC 
8UII.DING ,,,_ 
23200 CHAGRIN 
464·1'0NY 
{464-8669) 
FREE DELIVERY TO JCU DURING 
EVENING HOURS 
ate. In Nebraska, the breakdown 
was 15 percent liberal, 32 percent 
conservative and 51 percent 
moderate. 
In Illinois and Pennsylvania, 
the division was much closer-
28 percent to 23 percent conserva-
tive over liberal in both states. 
Pennsylvaniahad46perccntcall-
ing themselves moderate, Illinois 
45 percent. 
In California, which now holds 
almost 20 percent of the electoral 
votes needed to win the presi-
dency in 1992, the breakdown also 
was close: 29 percent said they 
were conservative, 23 percent 
liberal and 45 percent moderate. 
In Oregon, when voters were 
asked to choose between protect-
ing the endangered spotted owl or 
timber jobs, 27 percent chose the 
owl and 59 percent chose jobs. In 
Vermont, 46 percent said they 
leaned toward the category "pro 
jobs" while 41 percent said they 
were "pro environment." 
On abortion, most states had 
more people identifying them-
selves as "pro choice" than "pro 
life." But by far the largest re-
sponse in most states was in a 
middle category, "only in some 
circumstances." 
Generally, the pro-choice po-
sition appears strongest in the 
Northeast, where the pro-choice 
position outnumbered the anti-
abortion one by margins of3-l or 
even 4-1. Typical was Connecti-
cut, where 47 percent said they 
were pro-choice, 12 percent anti-
abortion, with 38 percent saying 
abortion should be allowed only 
in some circumstances. 
Of the 38 staleS surveyed, seven 
had 20 percent of their voters 
saying they were anti-abortion: 
South Dakota, Kentucky, Arkan-
sas, Nebraska, New Me((ico, Indi-
ana and Wisconsin. 
(Chuck Raasch writes for 
Gannett News Service in Wash-
ington, D.C.) 
I. Dignitaries from 158 
nations gathered in Tokyo this 
week for the enthronement of 
Japan's new emperor 
a. Michiko b. A.k.ihito c. 
Hirohito d. Shinto 
2. Female professors at 
Saudi Arabia's King Saud 
University were :~uspended 
from teaching after they were 
seen 
a. dancing b. drinking c. 
driving cars d. smoking 
3. Prime Minister Marga-
ret Thatcher is under the threat 
of a possible ouster as head of 
England's Party. 
a. Labour b. Democratic c. 
Open House d. Conservative 
4. Rouleuewheelgarnesat 
a church carnival in Florida 
were shut down when it was 
revealed that operator'$ were 
using as game pieces. 
a. M&M's b. dentures .,,c. 
rats and gerbils d •. Chip and Dale .. , ... ,. 
:"--·. •;;<_;,_ :·~~%!ij?;.k:,. .., 
~<~<S~ • I · ·;-;v.., · ~·--u.s. President ___ _ 
is now upforsalein Washing-
too, D.C. The USS Wil-
liamsburg will rost an esti-
mated $7 million to repai-r. 
a. Harry S. Truman b. 
Woodrow Wilson c. Theo-
dote Roosevelt d. James K 
Polk 
6. The governor--elect of 
Obiois: 
a.Celebreu.c b. Voioovich 
c. Cuomo d. Schlegel 
t.~~~Wm: J.b2.c3.J~. d.a6. b 
Qui.zmasur1: 8Mh WeitMd and 
l'alrkkMcGiU 
-sPORTS WORLD-== 
Sports Bar! 
FORMAllY THE RASCAL HOUSE 
JOIN US FOR THE THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY 
WED.-oPEN-THE BIGGEST PARTY OF THE YEAR 
THURS.-THANKSGIVING-OPEN AT 7 P.M. 
FRI.-oPEN·ALL DAY AND NIGHT 
SAT.·LIVE IN CONCERT BUNDAMBITION 
LOCATED NEXT TO THE RASCAL HOUSE 
2083 EAST 21ST ST. AND EUCLID AVE. OPPOSITE C.S.U. 
AMPLE LIGHTED PARKING • 781 -7403 OR 781-5122 
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Fast makes students aware of world hunger 
by John Hogan 
Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll University 
community has once again tried 
to draw attention to the problems 
and the needs of those less fortu-
nate inour world today. 
The year started off with Christ-
mas in April, which was the kick 
off to Project Gold, now in its 
second phase. Then came the 
haunted house for children which 
educated them on drug abuse. And 
now, once again the JCU commu-
nity is jumping in to help where it 
can. 
Wednesday, November 14, 
Campus Ministry, in cooperation 
with Marriott Food Services 
helped to decrease world hunger 
by sponsoring the annual Oxfam 
Fast 
The Oxfam Fast raises money 
by asking people to refrain from 
eating for 30 hours and then do-
nating the money that they would 
have used to buy food to help the 
needy. 
The main purpose of Oxfam 
International is to help hunger re-
lief centers in North and Central 
America 
"It is nice to have people know 
and understand what the program 
is about," said Paul Kelly, who is 
in charge of the Oxfam project 
this year. 
Campus Ministry alsorecieved 
help from MarriouFoodServices. 
Marriou has donated the money 
from those students who gave up 
their dinner meal on Wednesday. 
Paul Kelly said that he is very ap-
preciative of the Marriott corpo-
ration because they have gone 
above anything they needed to do 
for the JCU community. 
The thirty-hour fast has been a 
grea1 success with many students 
in the past Even the faculty has 
been getting involved. About 
1,150 students had given up their 
dinner as of Tuesday at dinner 
time. 
Oxfam is not unique to JCU 
this year. It has had a long history 
of involvement with other col-
leges, organizations and even high 
schoolsacrossthecountry. Many 
Catholic and public universities, 
including Miami of Ohio, partici-
pated in the 30-hour fast on Wed-
nesday. 
If you would like to do more, 
Campus Ministry has many more 
programs and activities you can 
help with in addition to theOxfam 
fast Kelly e~plained, "many 
people don't have to go through 
Campus Ministry, they could get 
involved by themselves. This 
(program) should only be a step-
ping stone to helping those Jess 
fortunate than us all year long." 
Antioch offers rest and relaxation 
by Patrick Scullin 
Asst. Ccmpus Ufe Editor 
This weekend 40 students will 
participate in Antioch IX which is 
a 24-hour retreat at Carrollodge. 
The retreat begins Friday eve-
ning and runs tmtil Saturday night 
The retreat is directed by a student 
team consisting of students that 
have previously participated in the 
retreat 
Some students who have al-
ready experienced the retreat say 
that it is easier for them to open 
themselves up with their peers, 
leading them through the retreat 
instead of authority figures direct-
ing tbe activities. 
Sister Mary Noel of Campus 
Ministry merely oversees the ac-
tivity and helps the student direc-
tors focus in on several specific 
points. 
"It is an experience away from 
school with your classmates where 
the Committee to Improve ClassnX>nJit((l[f(l~ 
like to bear students~ views on 
improvment of the classroom experience. from 
classtoorn facilities to pedagogy (the an of:teaching). 
Members of CICE will be available at the .following 
1inlcs to meet with you: 
ThUrs., Nov. 15 
Fd., No'/.16 
MOn., Nov. 19 
SC202 
BR32 
BR32 
. 2 •'3p.m. 
includes dessert, beverage, and soup or salad 
Located in the Pavillion Mall 
you can express your true self," 
said Jeannie Kirkhope, a former 
retreatant and a team leader. 
If interested in making the Anti-
och retreat, another will be of-
fered on March 22-23. Please 
contact Campus Ministry for 
futher details and information. 
RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS 
In conclusion, Meg Ryan, one 
of the student leaden said, "it is a 
great experience that I wish all 
students can participate in before 
they graduate. n 
Cincinnati Fifth/Third 
.Bank 
~ement 
Trainee 
Bl.l$ness Majm;s 
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES. 
If you're a freshman or sophomore with 
goodgrades,applynowforathree-yearor 
two-year scholarship. From Army ROTC. 
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, 
most books and fees, plus $100 per school 
month. They also pay off with leadership 
experience and orricer credentials 
impressive to future employers. 
i 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COWGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Contact Major David Ingham, ext. 4421 
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Debate team members coordinate fifth annual tournament 
by Sharon Schwarten 
staff reporter 
The John Carroll University 
debate team hosted its annual 
debate tournament this past 
weekend. The tournament, which 
was held Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday on campus, was run by the 
ten members of the Carroll team 
under the leadership of moderator 
Russell T. Church, professor of 
communications. 
Colleges and universities from 
over ten different states were 
represented. Miami of Florida, 
William and Mary, Cornell, 
Capital, Notre Dame, Towson,and 
American University are a few of 
theschoolswhocompeted. There 
were ftfty novice teams and thirty 
four varsity teams in competition; 
the largest number of teams ever 
present at a John Carroll meet. 
Generally, members of host 
teams do not participate in their 
own tournaments, however, the 
president of Carroll's team, 
Bernard Chapin, did debate in the 
ftrst six preliminary rounds. He 
national tournaments this year. 
and his partner, John Vedamuthu, The team went 5-1 at Iowa State, 
from Manatee Community theirbestperformancethis yearin 
College in Florida, went 4 and 2 in 
these rounds and would have been a National Competition. In a 
regional debate at Otterbein on 
9th out of 34 if they had been September 30th, the team lost in 
permitted to advance. 
The overall winner in the the final round by 2-1. Dave 
Tyler placed fourth and Bernard 
varsity category was a team from Chapin placed firs t in this 
the University of Miami, Florida. tournament. 
A team from Marist College in With two varsity debaters 
New York took the tournament on studying abroad this semester, the 
the novice level. team lacks some of the experience 
The teams debated on the topic: it has had in previous years. 
"GovemmentcensorshipofpubUc "The John Carroll debate team weekend's tournament. 
artisticexpressionintheU.S.isan has had some good individual keep us in contention on the 
undesirable infringement of performances this season, National level," said Chapin. 
individual right." however, we don't have the depth The team will participate in a 
Cathy Corrigan, Vice 
in Maryland in December. They 
are planning to attend meets in 
Utah, Missouri, and Washington 
State next semester. 
Pre 
.d t f th team ft..t..ed of talent that we had last year to tournament at Towson University 
SI en o e ,rem~~ r--------------------------------------------------------------------
about the overall success of the 
weekend tournament. 
"The event was run completely 
by our team. Each of our ten 
members, the largest team we've 
had in about five years, greatly 
contributed to the success of the 
Experimental business class offers social benefit 
event," Corrigan said. 
Carroll's team has gained some 
recognition in several regional and 
by Deanne Hanley 
staff reporter 
A Jesuit education stresses 
academics as well as service. At 
John Carroll, the management 
department has developed a class 
Quality Service 
f! in th 
Classroom 
It is common knowledge that what you 
learn today will help you tomorrow. At 
KPMG Peat Marwick, we realize our 
individual know-how is of ultimate benefit 
to clients. Acting on this principle, our 
partnership has made an uncommon 
commitment to education. 
A~ the world's largest firm of accounting 
and consulting professionals, KPMG 
Peat Marwick is determined to provide 
the highest quality service. Our 
professionals, more than anything else, 
enable us to meet this commitment. 
From our most senior partners to recently 
hired graduates, quality service is a 
lesson that can never be forgotten. That 
is why we have committed more than 
$1.4 million to colleges and universities in 
Northeast Ohio and developed one of the 
largest continuing education programs in 
our profession. 
If you want to learn more about our 
commitment to quality service, write to 
Richard L. Dossey, Managing Partner, 
KPMG Peat Marwick, 1600 National City 
Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 
KP1fGlPeat Marwick 
Cleveland. Akron, Cantoo, and worldwide 
that continues this proud tradition. 
The forty members ofMN 402, 
Executive Skills Development, 
have been part of an experimental 
business class which has lasted 
for three consecutive semesters. 
The class, which is team taught 
by Dr. Benjamin Forbes, Dr. 
Marian Extejt, and Dr. Jonathan 
Smith was offered as an elective 
and involves students from a 
variety of majors. 
Senior economics major John 
Reichard took the class because of 
iiS potential value. 
"Anytimeaclass isoffered that 
goes beyond the normal 
curriculum, I feel that it will be 
interesting and beneficial," said 
Reichard 
The class was divided into three 
groups, each having to complete 
two projeciS. The first project 
involved developing a small 
competitive company whose main 
purpose was to create a marketable 
product 
After developing their ideas, 
each group had to actually see 
them through to completion by 
producing, advertising, and 
selling the products. 
One group chose to 
manufacture mugs and 
paperweights and then sell them 
to the general public. Another 
group took a different approach 
by organizing a volleyball 
tournament which was only open 
to Carroll students. 
The second project involved a 
service activity. Each group had 
to creatively decide how to use 
their profits to benefit a social 
service organization. They also 
had to active! y involve themselves 
in the service which they chose. 
Each group was required to 
choose a different organization. 
One group is helping at the 
Children's Hospital, another is 
sponsoring a Bingo tournament at 
a nursing home,and the third group 
has opted to renovate a church 
playground. 
The class will conclude their 
projects next week with final 
presentations of the entire project. 
"It is going to be very exciting 
to see each group's final 
presentation after all the time that 
was involved," said Extejt. "I 
guess that is when we will find out 
whether or not the class was 
successful." 
The members of the class 
generally have a positive attitude 
about their experiences with the 
projects. 
"The class has been very 
interesting but different, it was 
not your conventional class," said 
senior English major Kevin 
Krueger. 
Because this class was an 
experiment the department has 
not decided whether or not the 
class will be offered in the future. 
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Anger needs to be 'blown off' in a 
positive way for better results 
by Christine Vomero 
Features Editor 
Atonepointoranotherwehave 
all been pushed from extreme 
frustration to anger. Some of this 
anger comes out when students 
can not get the courses they want 
or when they become disappointed 
in undeserved grades. 
Anger is the most poorly 
handled emotion in our society 
today, according to a pamphlet 
issued by University Counseling 
Services, but it does not have to 
be. 
This emotion can be expressed 
aseitherhelpfulorharmful Anger 
used towards helpful activities can 
get people's adrenalin flowing to 
the point that they can overcome 
obstacles and achieve goals they 
thought were outoftheirreach. 1t 
can also be expressed hannfully 
by ignoring it or expressing it in-
appropriately so that it hurts oth-
ers. 
Anger does not actually make 
our "blood boil" or our eyes "see 
red," but it does cause certain 
changes in the body. The body 
produces more sugar and pumps 
adrenalin throughout the blood 
stream, increasing blood pressure. 
The heart pumps and blood flow 
quickens and muscles tense as a 
resultofanger. Inotherwords,the 
body shifts intO high gear, gener-
ating energy needed for action. 
We have learned to express 
anger so it suits the problems we 
encounter. We can use our anger 
to our advantage with reaching 
goals. When goals become to 
difficult tO reach we become frus-
trated, which leads to anger. This 
can be used positively by putting 
that energy towards accomplish-
ing our goal. 
Anger used in relationships 
without screaming and listening 
can make solving problems eas-
ier. It is a natural part of relation-
ships which can encourage growth 
and intimacy, according to Uni-
versity Counseling Services. 
Failing tO recognize and un-
derstand this emotion may lead to 
health problems such as tension, 
accidents, and interpersonal prob-
lems. Some health problems en-
countered may include heart prob-
lems, high blood pressure, head-
aches,stOmach problems, skin dis-
orders, constipation, diarrhea, and 
obesity. 
Tension develops when you 
hold back your anger. This results 
in anxiety. Also, when it is re-
pressed it may cause people to 
have more accidents. People 
should vent their anger in inter-
personal relationships so that it 
does not add more problems to 
the relationship. 
There are three steps which can 
help manage anger. The ftrst step 
is tO recognize the anger. Some 
anger maybe hidden by physical 
signs such as tensed muscles, 
accident-proneness, feelings of 
frustration and a tendency to use 
sarcasm. 
The second step is to identify 
thecauseoftheanger. Sometimes 
people take out their anger on 
something or someone that really 
is not related its cause. 
The third step is tO decide on a 
course of action. Depending on 
the situation people should decide 
what action will resolve the 
problem or situation that caused 
the anger and take positive steps 
to implement it. 
In order tO communicate anger 
successfully, you must keep cool. 
The ftrst step is tO calm down 
before confronting the problem. 
Second, it is important to under-
stand your motives before engag-
ing your problem. Third, you 
should be assertive, not aggres-
sive. That is, you should express 
yourself fumly and clearly with-
out making insulting remarks. 
Finally, you should seek help if 
you have trouble communicating 
your anger in a constructive way. 
This can be talking with a friend, 
parent or counselor about your 
problem. 
Don't forget that anger is a 
healthy human emotion. Llearn 
to recognize anger m yourself and 
others, understand the real reason 
for you anger and fmd healthy, 
constructive ways to express your 
anger. Instead of boiling over, 
turn yourself on a low simmer. 
Not all drug stores are created equal 
by Kevin Williams 
Asst. Features Editor 
Campus Drug and Revco reveal The 6.4 oz. at Campus Drug costs 
manybargainsatRevco. Revcois $2.49. 
justa twenty minute walk away at Other items are also considera-
13956 Cedar Road. Prices aver- bly higher at Campus Drug, like 
The shldent wakes up from an age at least 33 percent higher at light bulbs which are almost 50% 
afternoon nap. He shivers as the higher than at Revco. 
genns of the common cold invade Analysis It is perfect! y legal for Campus 
his body. The student gropes for Campus Drug. Advil, the over- Drug 10 charge these prices. The 
his cold medicine. It's all gone. the-counteribuprofendrug,isjust businesses on Fairmount Circle 
The student hops out of bed and slighty cheaper at Revco. Other know that many students do not 
prepares to make the trek to items are priced considerably dif- have a car, so students will pay 
Campus Drug, the little store that ferent much higher prices. It is similar 10 
sells everything from cold medi- A one gallon bottle of Clorox, going to a movie theater where a 
cine to wrapping paper. useful to remove Marriott buf- candy bar often costs S 1.50. 
This student's bodr::-t.....:::isn::.:_:' t..:th:.:;e::.._.:.f<=al::;::o.:::.'s...::c::.:hi::· c=.ke:::::n::......:~o...::::=:.::..:~::.-...:P...:eo~l:.::e.::are:.;:;...;w.:..:;ill ing to pay because 
only thing that is un- there is nowhere 
derassault, his wal- else to go. 
letwillsoonreceive ~ I Even a trip to 
the same treatment ~- C AM P U S D R U G Russo's can save a 
Campus Drug : student up to 20% 
and the other busi- j ~ over Campus 
nesses on Fair- 8~ REv co ...... [ .... ~. •81olloa:iao· 69 Drug. Assuming 
mount Circle cater _ ~ one buys $30 
to the students who worth of goods at 
live at the John L...-________ ..;,.._ _________ ____. Campus Drug, the 
Carroll University and have no your shirt, costs $1.49 at Campus same items would cost roughly 
car. Themostconvenientplaceto Drug. At Revco the same one $18 at Revco. If someone made 
shop is Campus Drug. gallon bottle costs $.99. This is a five trips 10 the drug store in a 
A little longer walk, however, 33% savings. year, buying the same amount of 
can result in much greater sav- For whiter teeth, a 6.4 oz. hlbe items, they would save 
ings. Samples of prices from of Colgate costs $1.69 at Revco. approximately$50. Notbadatall. 
Do you think priests should be 
allowed to marry? 
"Yes, as long as it's 
the first time 
around." 
Leigh Underhill 
Sophomore 
"Yes, because it 
;would give them a 
bettet insight on 
family matters.'' 
Tony Viola 
Freshman 
;; "N th h uld 0 .=·= , , o, ey s o 
)~ , · ·devote their 
· attention to 
church." 
DaveKocab 
Freshman 
ttHmmmm .. J 
don't know, 
Michael." 
Gregory 
Bauer 
Sophomore 
"Yes, it would 
help them 
relate better 
with their 
congregation." 
AI Pawlowski 
Freshman 
''Yes, they're 
human too, they 
deserve to have 
families!" 
Jennifer 
Baldwin 
Senior 
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'Shock jocks' offending the public with their entertainment 
by Lara Brown 
It's7:30a.m. Ajoltofcaffeine 
movesthebody. Tojumpstartthe 
mind, tum on the radio. But in 
Cleveland, listeners receive an 
unexpected kind of jolt It has 
become a morning routine to be 
greeted by disc jockeys dishing up 
a potpOurri of sexual and racial 
insults and jokes about female 
body parts, all mixed with a juve-
nile, locker room giggle sense of 
humor. 
Welcome to Cleveland radio. 
Cleveland's morning radio per-
sonalities are dubbed the "shock 
jocks," and include John Lanigan 
of WMJI-FM 105.7, John Lao-
decker of Power 108, and Jeff and 
Aash from The Buzzard Morning 
Zoo. ListeningtoJeffandF1ashin 
the morning, for example, means 
learning that the most popular song 
amongst its' listeners,tomalcelove 
to, is one called "Eruption." 
These "shock jocks" seek lO 
profit by the material they call 
entertainment A sampling of 
these morning shows provides 
entertainment about adultery and 
the law. the sexualconductofNew 
Y orkers,jokesabutfemale breasts, 
and statistics from Playboy maga-
zine concerning men's sexual 
~Mefe•enoe!. 
Men are the targets or radio 
Ironically these men are the 
ones who comprise a majority of 
each of these stations listening 
audiences. SpecifJcal.ly it is the 
18-34 year old range of men that 
WMMS targets for their audience 
asdoes Power 108. WMJitargets 
men between the ages of 25-54 
years old. John Lanigan ofWMn 
defends these men and says that 
"society in essence is the presi-
dent of this business. We are 
simply doing our jobs by giving 
the boss what he wants." 
This audience must want it 
enough too, because WMMS and 
WMJI ranked second and third 
respectively in ArbittOn summer 
Monday 
Free Subway subs 
ratings of the top five Cleveland 
morning shows. 
But not only do the "shock 
jocks" offer these nuggets of in-
formation to an obviously hungry 
audience, but they ask for it as 
weU. Powerl08'sJohnlandecker 
conducts an opinion 
poll with listeners on 
sex, prejudice, and top-
ics found in tabloid 
magazines. And when 
the audience calls in re-
sponse he demands 
"details"foreveryone' s 
ears. WMMShasmuch 
the same tactic of ask-
ing audience members 
for the material that is 
"their nastiest and 
naughtiest stuff" to be 
used for their dirty joke 
of the day contest 
Freedom of speech is 
legal 
It is questionable 
whether or not the use 
of radio airwaves for 
such entertainment is 
legal. Fran Durden, a 
media lawyer for Ve-
nesch, a Cleveland 
based law fum, says that there is 
"such a fine line between free 
speech and what tbe Peden! 
Communication Commission 
may declare unlawful." Lan-
guage that is indecent is just that 
The FCC defmesindecentlan-
guage as "language or material, 
that depicts, or descn"bes, in terms 
patently offensive, as measured 
by contemporary community stan-
dards for the broadcast medium, 
sexual or excretory activities or 
organs." 
So does Lanigan have the right 
by freedom of speech to describe 
therecentconttOversyofaprofes-
sional female reporter in a men's 
locker room by saying that the 
man "stuck his wanger in her 
face?" Lanigan believes so. 
"Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson, one 
of the founders of this country 
who said this country, is for 'free-
during Monday Night Foot 
Thursday and Friday 
D]'s spinning records 
Classic Rock to Alternative Music 
dom of the press, and against all 
violations of the Constitution to 
silence, by force and not by rea-
son the complamts ... of our ciu-
zens agamst the conduct of their 
agents,"' said Lanigan in defense 
of his pos1tion. Lanigan also be-
lieves that it would be "too late to 
change this belief now." 
Landeclcer of aJso supports the 
belief of free speech in radio but 
he seems to be testing it with the 
audience he speaks with. ian-
decker saw nothing wrong in hold-
ing a conversation on the air with 
a 16 year old who called in re-
sponse to the poll question, 
"Would you give up sex for six 
months in lieu of$5,000?" There 
is currently no way to screen call-
ers and yet nothing to say that they 
cannot listen. Landecker re-
sponded to the situation with the 
remark that, "we cannot tell them 
(children) what to do (in terms of 
listening)." 
Ways to solve tbe problem 
need to be told what to do. The 
FCC will be able to provide stiffer 
legislation for "shock jocks" if 
they can prove that a problem ex-
ists. A problem exists, to an ex-
tent, as shown by the 20,000 let-
ters written to the FCC last year 
concerning "shock 
jocks" matenal. 
Specifically the con-
cern is that children are 
being exposed to it. For 
example, should a child 
have to hear Landecker 
describing the "prod 
room" as the ideal place 
to have sex? 
The FCC will be al-
lowed to limit "shock 
jocks" material if they 
prove that "a substan-
tial number of children 
are being exposed to this 
type of entertainment, 
at this time of the day, 
and are listening to it," 
repa-ted Tim Dyk, FCC 
spokesperson. 
Durden takes the 
other side of the issue 
and states that any new 
issues by the FCC 
would be "defeating, 
and in fact the situation 
would become worse. It would 
actually be a violation of the free-
dom of speech if it were any more 
clearly defined what could and 
could not be said." 
cused by a female listener of sex-
ism for its contest "Fax Us Your 
Cleavage." WMMSwasnotfined 
and defended itself by stating that 
"men faxed us their cleavage too." 
As a result, WMMS has con-
tinued with it' entertainment, such 
as the dirty joke of the day. The 
joke is given at8: 15 am. and the 
punchline an hour later. Maurey 
Oden, WMMS morning show 
producer claims that economically 
it is a business tactic called "forced 
listening," which keeps the audi-
ence listening longer because they 
want to hear the punchline. 
Jeff and Flash, WMMS morn-
ing personalities, claim that they 
play the joke an hour later to "get 
around the censors." To find out 
"why the little boy put his fmger 
in thedike"a listener must endure 
an hour more of WMMS crack 
jokes and juvenile humor. The 
FCC rule which ' Jeff and Flash 
are referring to is restricts the 
transmission of obscene or inde-
cent language on the airwaves on 
a 24 hour per day basis. 
Maurey Oden from WMMS 
sees the entertainment that"shock 
jocks" give from a purely eco-
nomic standpoint. "Radio sta-
tions are providing a service that a 
part of society is obviously crav-
ing. That is proven by the rat-
ings:· 
But as theFCC's20,000 letters 
show there is a part of society that 
is obviously loathing it. Even 
The law protecting the jocks still, Landecker, Lanigan and the 
crew ofWMMS feel that they are 
Landeckeragrees with Durden part of a "business." 
aboutthisviolationandevengoes They repeatedly defend their 
so far as to claim that, "freedom of position with free speech rights 
speech is only a problem if you and issues. Yet Durden also sees 
make it one." Landecker there- thatsocietyhas"asmucharigbtto 
fore feels it is his right to ask change it as the stations do for 
young college girls if, after mak- promoting it." 
ing love to a boyfriend in the school Durden acknowledges that the 
library'sbathroom,sheorhewould future will see some "heavy dis-
graduate "cum Iauck." putes on this issue" because the 
The First Amendment issues First Amendment gives "shock 
are argued and defended by both jocks" the freedom to air their 
sides, making it unclear who is material. 
"correct," said Durden. It is this same First Amend-
The FCC feels that the disc This is evident in a recent situ- ment that gives society the free-
jockeys, rathe1 t.han the listeners, ation in which WMMS was ac- dom to tum them off. 
·-----------------------------· i Don't cut this out i 
~1 ••• and get a six inch 59 J :1
1 
sandwich for r 
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Betsy Wetsy js scarier than Chucky 
. Chucky's back, hopefully for the last time 
By Spike Owen 
Entertainment Staff 
Amuck with Chuck. That's all Child's Play 2 is 
about The fl!St one was tolerable because I couldn't 
believe someone would actually make a movie about a 
killer doll, but in Child's Play 2 it's pathetic already; 
Chucky has overstayed his welcome. 
language become trite, but this movie wasn't even 
scary. It was supposed to be a horror movie, or so I 
thought I hate it in movies when people act retarded. 
The house, where a majority of the movie took place, 
has to have one of the lowest electricity bills because no 
one in the house ever turned any lights on. 
factory. The only thing I liked about the ending was that 
there is little hope of Chuclcy to relU(TI, but who knows? 
After all there have been eight Friday the 13th's, five 
Nightmare On Elm Streets, and five Halloween's. Who 
knows? 
The only thing that is redeeming about Child's Play 2 is 
Andy's foster sister played by Christine Elise, but if you're 
female then you're out of luck. 
Just in case you're clueless as to what this movie is 
about or what Chucky is, let me tell you. A couple years 
ago the movie Child's Play came out, and no one thought 
it would do very well at the box office. Like I said, it 
starred a killer doll named Chucky, and they were serious 
about it Well, the movie was a huge hit, Chuclcy has 
becomeacultish kind of hero on thesamelinesofFreddy 
Krueger, Jason, etc.- thus Child's Play 2. 
If a possessed-malicious doll was after me with a 
knife and I couldn't find him, I definitely would turn 
some lights on so I could see the little twirp- that might 
help. Swe, it's only a movie, but build suspense and 
scare people a better way not by insulting the viewer's 
intelligence. 
But she's stupid too. Chucky kidnaps her and makes her 
drive him to where Andy is. So she's driving and they're 
getting there and she's nervous becauseChucky has a knife 
at her throat so she slams on the brakes and Chuclcy goes 
flying through the windshield. Smart move and not bad at 
all. But then what docs moron woman do? She gets out of 
the car like a complete ignoramus that she is. 
The sequel starts where the original left off with the 
possessed-demonic doll being put back together by the 
Good Guys company that created it. Well, to get to the 
point, Chucky gets away, of course, and goes to find little 
Andy Barclay to inhabit his body and get out of his doll's 
body. Is this worth $6? Sorry, Jack ... Chucky should go 
back. 
As gruesome and vicious as Chucky is in the movie 
it's hard to be frightened by a linle red-headed doll that 
kicks violently and bites his victims. In the original, 
Chucky had some innovative and unique killing tech-
niques and that film did have suspense as well as an 
original and challenging concept. Here, it's just left-
overs that are Mttoo appetizing; I fmd Chucky too hard 
to swallow this time. Even if you dido 't get scared by 
the original, you could laugh at it; with Chucky 2 you 
can't even laugh at him especially after you just left $6 
at the box office. 
Half the characters in this movie were morons that I 
wanted Chucky to hack up, especially Andy's teacher at 
school who was a complete idiot. I don't want to tell you 
what happens to her, but let's just say Chucky taught her a 
lesson of his own. 
So, either go to a matinee or wait for it on video (which 
won't be too long of a wait), because Child's Play 2 is not 
worth the$6 you'll have to dish out to see a malicious linle 
Chucky. Not only have Chucky' s antics and wonderful use of The film has a cheap<limatic ending set in a doll 
Mixed Uo rehashes classics 
The Cure falls short of 
Standing on a Beach 
down. This song especially will 
By Julian Sevillano swpnseCwefans,allhou&hsomc 
Asst. Entertainment EdHor may not be pleasantly surprised. 
With Mixed Up, The Cwe 
unveil their second compilation 
album. Unlike Standing on a 
Beach, Mixed Up is a collection 
of remastered songs with the ex-
ception of their new single 
"Never Enough." 
The majority of the tracks 
were remixed by lead singer 
Robert Smith, himself, with the 
help of various others. 
Unlike most remix compila-
tions such as Dis co from the Pet 
Shop Boys, Mixed Up gives 
listeners a fresh approach to ewe 
classics as well as some newer 
tracks. 
The "Closer mix" of "Close 
toMe" has the old favorite set to 
a stronger beat and a bit slowed 
A similar beat is added to 
"Pictures of You," however, in-
stead of adding to the song, it 
detracts from it in this case.A 
strong reverb effect added to 
Smith's voice that adds an echo 
effect as well as its original mag-
nificence rescue the song from 
becoming trash, but barely. 
Even the mainstream "Fasci-
nation Street" seems bearable with 
an introduction beyond imagina-
tion. 
As is expected, a few remixes 
run a bit too long such as the 
extended mix of"Lullaby" which 
completelyexhauststhesong. The 
extended mix "Why can't I be 
you" is also a bit long-winded. 
The "Fliclcer mix" of "The 
Caterpillar'' done by sound engi-
necr Bryan May is the supcnor 
track on abe album. Jt compjeldy 
tranSforms the old version into a 
masterpiece. Unlike the majority 
of the songs on the album, it is not 
very long. 
Cure afictionados disappointed 
that their band did not come out 
with more new material will be 
somewhat satisfied by this new 
album, although not entirely by. 
As for the future of The Cure, it is 
very uncertain. It is also unknown 
whether they will tour again. 
Without a substantial amount of 
new material, their only motiva-
tion would be to please their fans. 
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The Edge inspires commitment to excellence 
By lara Brown 
Did you ever wonder what makes a success story? How 
Joe Montana became one of the NFL's most valued 
quarterbacks? Or what motivates Olymp1c champions 
like Greg Luganis and Florence Griffith Joyner to over-
come adversity? 
VicVoinovich,Jr.,aformerLakeCatholicstudent,and 
state wrestling champ did, and found it in a book called 
The Edge. He attributes his success of coming from losing 
almost every match to winning the stare championship 
senior year to the books "ability to show the great potential 
we all have." 
Vic Voinovich, Sr., was so impressed by how much the 
book motivated his son. "Vic, Jr., would write down 
quotes from the book on 3 x 5 index cards and carry them 
around and memorize them. He even started passing them 
out to friends and teammateS," he said. 
Seven years after the fJTSt original sale of the book, 
Voinovich, Sr., has decided to create his own publishing 
company to market the book. 
The book was originally a seed planted on the mind of 
former SL Edwards wrestling coach, Howard Ferguson 
who compiled the book over a number of years. 
The edition of The Edge is over 300 pages of inspira-
tional quoces and anecdotes; it is also a collection of 
insights on sports stars, wen known personalities and 
world leaders and their views on the causes of success and 
the potential inside people that tum their dreams into 
reality. 
Vic Voiaovicb, Sr., published tbe book, Tlu Edge 
..,.._-,otw...t-r.-n s ....,, 
Ferguson, who passed away in 1989, felt the need for a 
book that could inspire himself and otbers to reach their 
dreams. 
Voinovicb wants to continue Fc:cguson's inspiration. 
Since then the book has sold over20,000 copies compared 
to the 15,000 copies Ferguson sold out of his house over a 
six year period. 
Voinovich reflected on Ferguson's enthusiasm and em-
phasis on motivation with many of his athletes that he 
coaches. 
"The have the potential inside them and Ferguson 
pushed to bring that ouL It took determination and goal 
setting, but Howard (Ferguson) saw that as thegameoflife. 
That's what makes a winner," he said. 
Athletic Director Tony DeCarlo of John Carroll Uni-
versity knew Ferguson well from his years as a wrestling 
coach and was always impressed by this same theory. He 
often uses ideas and advice that he learned from Ferguson 
in his coaching role. 
After having read the book, senior football player, Tom 
Larkin, remarked, "In the locker room Coach DeCarlo is so 
pumped. I never realized how much of what hesayscomes 
from that book. It's great." 
"I often pick up the book in the evening after an 
especially tough day," said Voinovich, Jr., "It lakes only 
a few minutes and I get a real mental boost from reading 
The Edge." 
Voinovich also tells the story of a cancer patient who 
only had six months to live. "I gave her the book and she 
began reading it faithfully everyday. Now, a year and a half 
later she feels a real strength from what the book has in-
spired." 
The heroes and athletes profiled in the book lend their 
personal views on various topics of courage, determination 
and positive mental attitude and faith. 
Although everyone is a success story in their own right, 
perhaps it is easiest to see our own potential through the 
heroes who created it for us. 
·01f 
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Fennessy offers student guidance 
To mark the450thyear of 
e Jesuits, the CN p.roflles 
Carroll's own Jesuits in a 
continuing series. 
by Rachel Rice 
When Rev. Peter J. Fennessy, 
S .J. came to Jotm Carroll Uni ver-
sity in 1974 to work in C.ampus 
Ministry, he had no idea that he 
would be at Carroll for the next 
16years. 
"I was working on my tertian-
ship{aspiritua.land pastoral train-
ing program) and I was only 
supposed to be at Carroll for one 
year," he said, .. but as the year 
continued, I wrote our province 
and asked if I could stay. Mter a 
few years, I stopped writing let-
ters." 
A native of Boston, Massa-
chusetts, he auended Boston 
College High School and went 
on to graduate from Boston Col-
lege with a double major in phi-
losophy and classics. Fennessy 
also earned masters degrees in 
these two disciplines. In addi-
tion,hereceivedhisLicentiatein 
philosophy from Weston College 
and a Bachelor of Divinity, Pro-
fessional Degree from Boston 
College. 
Fennessy has been VicePresi-
dent and Director of Campus 
Ministry since 1986. His posi-
tion entails various responsibili-
ties such as coordinating Cam-
pus Ministry activities and or-
ganizing sponsored events. He 
also~lebratesthepopular 10:30 
p.m. Sunday mass. 
Fennessy realizes the difficul-
ties experienced by Carroll stu-
dents. 
"One of the most important 
aspects of Campus Ministry is 
being available to students and 
being able to talk to them about 
any of their problems," said Fen-
nessy. 
Befor:e coming to CarroU, Fen-
nessy explored many different 
places and cultures. In 1964, be 
began his teaching at a boarding 
school run by the Jesuits in King-
ston, Jamaica. West Indies. This 
school, Campion College, was a 
boarding school for boys from the 
seventh grade through high school. 
Fennessy taught Latin, English, and 
religion. He was also the school's 
director of athletics for a year. 
SO mOdi starts student chapter of 
local business organization 
by Katie Thomas and 
Colleen Hughes 
Most John Carroll University 
students hope to make a differ-
ence someday, but senior Dave 
Somodi has already made his 
mark as a founderofTile Ameri-
can Society for Quality Control, 
Cleveland Student Chapter. 
The ASQC is a business or-
ganization that stresses the im-
portance of quality in American 
production. Members of the stu-
dent chapter include students 
from Cleveland area colleges 
and Universities such as Case 
Western Reserve University, 
Baldwin Wallace College, 
Oeveland State University ,and 
Jotm Carroll University. 
Somodi must auend meet-
ings of the ASQC Cleveland 
business organization. He said 
that the organization is a thriving 
one because of Americans' ~ 
newed interest in product qual-
ity. 
"I like the challenge of start· 
ing something new. Starting the 
chapter means a lot to me. My 
goal is to make it a success," 
Somodi said. 
Dr. Trevelin, a professor of 
marnagement at Carroll, is the 
moderator of this growing Sbl· 
dent chapter. Currently, mem-
bership stands at25 students city-
wide. 
Somodi volunteered to be 
chairperson of ASQC and now 
isbusyfonnulatingelectionpoli-
cies forthefuture.Heleadsmeet-
ings where the students discuss 
how they might aid in the prog-
ress of American quality con-
trol. 
Future plans fortheASQCin-
volve presentations by various 
guest speakers and a dinner held 
in conjunction with the Xerox 
Corporation. 
Somodi bas made many busi-
ness contacts for the future 
through ASQCandhehasgained 
a great deal of va luable 
experience.He plans to work 
within the 
manufacturing firm after 
graduation. 
Aside from his wort with 
ASQC, Somodi is a Resident As-
sistant in East Hall, and a member 
of the Knights of Columbus. 
"I really have to budget my 
time because starting this organi-
zation while in school is very 
demanding,"Somodi said. 
He is very excited about the fu-
ture of ASQC and encourages 
membership. 
"We need a lot of help in es&ab-
l ishing ourselves," Somodi 
said,"We are looking for people 
who want to join and who can 
make a difference withinASQC," 
Somodi said. 
His next trip abroad took him 
to Oxford, England, where he 
studied at Campion Hall, Ox-
ford University. 
Fennessy's varied experi-
ences have been exemplified in 
many of his published works. 
He bas submiued book reviews, 
abstracts, and poetry to many 
magazines and college publica-
tions. In 1988, Fennessy wrote 
an article for the Carroll News 
entitled .. Jesuit offers advice on 
determining alcoholism." 
The problem of alcoholism 
within the Carroll community is 
agreatconcem to Fennessy. He 
bas served as Chairman of the 
Chemical Dependency Policy 
Committeeandhasbeenamem-
ber of the Regional Council on 
Alcoholism. He finds it particu-
larly enriching to work withal-
coholics. 
Since his junior year in high 
school, Fennessy knew he 
wanted to become a Jesuit and 
from this point on, the order has 
been an intrinsic pan of his life. 
To celebrate 450 years of the 
Jesuit tradition, Fennessy is ac-
tively involved in the Ignatian 
Heritage Lecture Series as Co-
director. He also directs three 
individuals in their spiritual 
development in an eight month 
retreat program. Fennessy is 
responsible forproviding other 
directors with workshops and 
retreatants. 
"I am proud to be a pan of 
the Jesuit tradition," said Fen-
nessy. 
Fennessy has lived in the 
dormitories since 1974. Hecur-
rently resides in Millor Hall 
where he is chaplain. He has 
lived there since 1981 when it 
opened. Heenjoysbeingapan 
of the college community. 
"CoUegc students are at a 
crossroads in their lives. They 
arechoosingtheirfutures. They 
are choosing among various 
values. Since they are out of 
the home, they are exposed to 
all kinds of different values that 
they see 10 their friends and 
classes. Because these are im-
portantchoices that sbldents are 
making, it is important for me 
to be there if they need help." 
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Men·s basketball team hopes to rebound 
by David Caldwell 
Sports Ecttor 
After a forgettable 7-19 season 
and ninth-placedebutin the strong 
Ohio Athletic Conference, the road 
to competitiveness would seem to 
be a long one for the John Carroll 
men's basketball program. 
By virtue of the preseason polls 
of both the OAC coaches and the 
media, who pick the BlueS treaks 
to repeat their ninth-place finish, 
the experts agree that the task 
before head coach Tim Baab is a 
daunting one. 
" I'm hoping that the players 
will use that (the preseason poll) 
as a motivational thing," Baab said. 
"We're still a young team and 
we're in a premier conference." 
Whalcver the Streaks do this 
year, one thing is for sure, they'll 
doitinahurry. Carroll will employ 
an all-out, run-and-gun game, fea-
turing nearly constant full-coun 
pressure defense and an offense 
designed for track meet speed. The 
Streaks' full-tiltstyleisquiaeade-
panure from the traditionally 
rough and tumble, half-court bas-
ketball that the OAC is famous 
for. JCU'sseasonopeningtouma-
ment. the Great Lakes Shootout 
this friday and salUrday at Carroll 
Gym, !hou1d also be a difficult 
rest for the S treaks. 
"It will be interesting to see 
how some of the OAC teams will 
react to us," Baab said. "In the 
end,though,italwayscomesdown 
todefense;justbecausewe'rerun-
ning doesn' t mean wearen' tgoing 
to try to play tough half-court 
defense." 
Carroll's frontcourt has the 
benefit of several veterans of the 
OAC wars. Retumingjunior start-
ers Mike Toth and Andy Suuell 
give the Streaks a combination of 
scoring, rebounding and defense. 
Toth led Carroll in blocked shots 
a year ago and was second in scor-
ing (14.9 ppg.) and rebounding 
(6.9 rpg.). Suttell, a6'6" forward , 
led the Streaks with 7.2 rebounds 
per contest, in addition to scoring 
14.4 points a game. 
Another junior, 6 '2" Matt 
Zappitelli also returns after lead-
ing the Streaks with 18.7 ppg. 
Zappitelli should see plenty of 
opportunities to unleash his three-
point shooting and open-floor 
game in the Streaks fast-break 
offense. 
In the backcourt, Carroll is 
counting on a changing of the 
guard to help bringaboutachange 
offonunes. JCU's all-time assist 
leader, senior Mike Millard has 
left the team, as his playing time 
diminished last season and again 
in pre-season practice this fall. 
The point guard job will go to 
freshman Johnnie Buffoui, a 
Sl8ndout at CleveJaod John Hay 
High. Despite his inexperience, 
Bufford's quickness could be the 
catalyst for Streaks' running game. 
Another frosh, MarquieeSmith 
from Akron, should contribute at 
OFTIIEWEEK 
LARRY WANKE 
Sellior quarttrback Larry Waake fmi1hed b~ ca-
reer at Jobn Carroll last Saturday by leadiag the Streaks to 
alS-10 Yidory over MlllkiDgum. During bis two year career 
Wanke set several school records. Wanke's 1990 season 
recordsindudedpuscompletioDs(l73)andtoucbdown passes 
(13). Wanke's c:areer records include yardage (3,980), com· 
pletions(330),toucbdownpasses(25),andtotaloffense(3,898). 
the off-guard spot. 
"Our newcomers will definitely 
bring us more qUJckness," Baab 
said. 
Jumor Brian Delap will be 
counted on to lend his expenence 
and steady play to both guard 
positions, along with promising 
sophomore Todd Lindeman, and 
senior Sean Keane. 
GREAT LAKES 
SHOOTOUf 
The college basketball sea· 
son will be in full swing tb~ 
weekend as the first annual 
Great Lakes Basketball Shoot-
out comes to Carroll Gynt. 
The Blue Streaks make 
their 1990 debut at 8 p.m. Fri-
day agaiast Adrian College of 
Michigan. 
An aU-academic, as weiJ as 
an all-tournament team are 
planned on being selected. Tbe 
farst500 students will be admit· 
ted tree, tickets are $10 per day 
(four games) and $25 for tbe 
"We have 14 players that we 
have confidence in," Baab said. 
Whether or not Carroll's new-
look approach can survive in the 
trenches of the OAC remains to be 
seen, but Baab is optimistic that 
his team has learned how to com-
pete in such a tough league. 
·•w e just didn't play hard 
enoughlastyear,"Baabsaid. "This 
EMORY & HENRY 
WOOSTER 
2P.M. 
COLBY 
ALBION . 4P.M 
WABASH 
BELOIT 
6P.M. 
ADRIAN 
SP.M. 
JOHN CARROLL 
tea.mplaysashardas anyl'veever 
had." 
Senior forward Sean 0' Toole 
rejoins the Streaks after a year 
away from the program, and is a 
team captain. 
Football wide receivers Craig 
Frabotta and Tom Larkin have 
joined the team foUowing the gridi-
ron campaign. 
FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY entire tourney. ,,,,., .. ,::.;-; 
Lady Streaks set to tip-off season~ 
by Mike Stein 
Spotts lcllor 
John Carroll's women's bas-
ketball team begins the 1990-91 
season this weekend with a new 
look. Roxanne Allen takes over 
the coaching duties of the Streaks 
as they start the season as host of 
the JCU Tip-Off Tournament 
Allen, who last coached at 
Notre Dame College in Cleve-
land, takes over a team that fin-
ishedat7-20,and 3-15 in the Ohio 
Athletic Conference last year. 
After two straight losing seasons, 
Allen believes the team is ready 
for the change a new coach will 
bring. 
"We need something fresh," 
Allen said. " {Getting a new 
coach} is always an adjustment 
fortheplaye.rs,especially if they're 
set in their ways." 
For the BlueS treaks, however, 
this adjustment may not be as 
drastic as it could be. Thirteen of 
the team's seventeen players are 
freshmen and sophomores, which 
may allow the team toad just more 
easily than if most of the players 
were upperclassmen. 
"We'll be doing a lot oflhings 
different from last year," Allen 
said. "It makes it a lot of fun for 
the future. We have real enthusi-
asm and a lot of continuity. Right 
now we're learning the system 
and how to play together. We 
need to focus on keeping our 
concentration." 
Three key returning playe.rs for 
the Streaks are tri-captains Ju1i-
anaKJocek,CarolSkiles,andAmy 
Joweu. 
Klocek,ajunior, wasthetearn's 
Most Valuable Player last year. In 
her two-year career she has scored 
918 points and is on pace to break 
theall-timeCarrollrecordof1633 
set by Terry Schaefer in the mid-
1970s. 
Last year Klocek led the team 
in scoring with a 17 points per 
game average and in rebounds with 
156. 
In the past, Klocek has carried 
most of the burden of scoring for 
the Streaks, but Allen wants to 
spread the ball out more this year. 
"She's a bundle of talent," 
Allen said. "This year we are 
trying to take the load off some. 
By taking some of the pressure off 
we can make her blossom. She is 
a leader by example, and a great 
hustler." 
Allen hopes that Jowett and 
Skiles will be able to step in and 
take some of the pressure off of 
Klocek. 
Jowett has been playing point 
guard through the team's early 
practices, but a knee injury sur-
feredlast week may limit her play-
ing time this week. Skiles, the 
team'sonlysenior, will beat shoot-
ing guard to start the season. Last 
yearsheaveragednearly lOpoints 
per game, and made 43 of 136 
three-point field goals. 
"{Jowett} hasdoneagreatjob," 
Allensaid. "Shehasdemonstrated 
agreatdealofleadershipqualities 
and is a teammate encourager. 
She's a good passer and sees the 
floor well. 
" {Skiles} does a great job in 
leadership and team cohesiveness. 
She's a good communicator on 
the floor." 
The Streaks will also rely on 
sophomore Beth Arrowsmith, who 
averaged eight points per game 
last year and will play forward this 
year. Junior Michelle Currey and 
sophomore Lynn Carroll also re-
turn from last year's team. 
Saturday the Streaks will get 
their frrst test of the season when 
they challenge the University of 
Michigan at Dearborn, an NAIA 
school, at 2 p.m. The winner of 
that game will challenge the win-
ner of the Wilmington-Ohio 
Wesleyan matchup on Sunday. 
"Our theme for the year is 'Net 
success for the 90s'," Allen said. 
"We'd like to start that tradition 
off with two wins in this tourna-
ment. 
"I think we're going to do very 
well (this year}. If we finish ftfth 
or better (in the OAC} I'll be 
thrilled. We know we have the 
talent They' re excited and I'm 
excited, and I think they know I'm 
excited. 
We'reworkinghardand we're 
going to be a lot offun to watch. If 
we don't do well, it won't be from 
lack of work. 1 don't think youth 
is an excuse." 
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Difficult conditions do not hamper harriers 
by Glen Morse 
Stoff Reporter 
Both the men's and women • s 
cross country teams fmished up 
the 1990 season at the Regional 
Qualifiers held last weekend at 
Heidelberg University. 
The women • steam fmished the 
season strong with a ninth place 
finish overall, third of the ten 
schools competing in the Ohio 
Athletic Confrence. Twenty-two 
schools from three states 
compteted in the competition. 
The women's top senior run-
ner, Heather Peltier, fmished first 
among OAC runners and fourth 
overall withatimeofl9:41. Peltier 
missed qualifying for the national 
competition by only nine seconds. 
Jeweu said because of the dif-
ficulty of the course the times run 
by the girls didn • t mean anything. 
"The course was long and wet, 
they had to run through a creek 
twice," Jewiu said. 
Therestofthe women's results 
were freshmen Andrea Lober 44th, 
Susan Stulcus 54th, Jen Alfredo 
57th, Julie Kosinksi 61st, Beth 
Kramer 74th, and senior Peggy 
Suzak78th. 
Jeweu said the team was al-
ready looking Coward to next year. 
All the runners begin track prac-
tice starting next week and work 
right through until next season. 
The men's team was again 
plagued with problems which 
leaves their final standings in the 
regional meet up in the air. 
Men's coach DonStupicasaid 
there was a problem at the finish 
area of the course. According tO 
Stu pica all of the runners finish in 
one area and are given slips of 
paper with their final place on iL 
Something went wrong with 
the system, however, and offi-
cials are now viewing video tapes 
of the fmish to detennine final 
team placement 
This is not the first time this 
season the team has had a problem 
in an event. 
Other problems included 
members of the team getting lost 
in a recent meet and the team 
finishing fourth overall instead of 
the third they had hoped for be-
cause one of the runners had a 
problem with his shoe. 
The team's top finisher, senior 
Mark Waner, finished before the 
problem staned. 
Waner ended up the event in 
31st overall with a time o£28:25. 
The rest of the men's team 
finished after the problem staned 
so their final positions have yet tO 
be decided. 
Unofficial umes included Bill 
Patterson at28:59, John Smiley at 
29:45, Dan Krause at 30:20, and 
Ed Koontz at30:44. 
Next year the team is due to 
loose five senior runners includ-
mg Waner, Patterson, and Krause. 
Stupica IS looking for a strong 
incoming freshman class to fill 
the roles of the leaving seniors. 
"We're going tO have tO pick 
up people who can run in this 
caliber," Stupica said. 
Stupica said the team had a 
good year overall. 
"Everyone did what they were 
supposed to do," he said. 
Blue Streak grapplers preparing to hit the mats 
by Dave Poplar 
Stoff Reporter 
"But we have very capable people ready to step in. Not 
only that, but we are very deep at every weight class. The 
competition in the practice sessions should be intense." 
The John Carroll wrestling team wiU open the season 
this Saturday in the Ohio Open at Wright State University 
in Dayton. The tournament will mark fourth-year coach 
Kerry Volkmann's first season since the graduation of two 
of his most prolific wrestlers, Joe Schmidt and Carl DiB-
ernardo. 
Senior tri-captains Nick Salatino, Dave Buckiso, and 
Tim Connor will fill the leadership void left by the gradu-
ation of Schmidt and DiBernardo. Buckiso, who was the 
national runner-up in the 134-pound weight class last year, 
shares Vo11cmann's optimism. 
"Losing Joe and Carl is going to hurt because, they were 
exceptional wrestlers as well as starters," Volkmann said. 
"You can 'treplace Carl and Joe, there's no doubt about 
that," Buckiso said. "But as a team I think we're a lot 
stronger this year. Hopefully, some of the seniors, like 
Nick Tim, Scott (Hivnor} and me wiiJ emerge as leaders." 
only. Psychology or eodal work 
majors peferred. Contact Tony Mar1in 
Help Wanted: Dial America, nation's l-9_3_2_·2_800_e_xt_._2_22 ______ , 
largest telemarketing firm needs 
communicators to work sam_ lpm, Babysitter wanted In my Shaker 
12pm _ 4pm, 5:30pm. 9:30pm, Spm Heights home, approximately six 
• 10pm, or 9pm • 12am. Aexible hoursperweekduringtheday. Times 
schedufing. For Interview call 333- anddaysofweekflexible. References 
l-336_7_. _________ ~~~., ~ = ~::.)rta:g~ 
Fast Fundralslng Program $1000 ... os_os_. ______ ____ 
1 
lnJustonewMk. Earnupto$1000 FOR SALE: APPLE JIGS, RGB 
foryourcamposorganization. Plusa MONITOR, TWO DISK DRIVES, 
chance at$5000 more I This program 
works! No Investment needed. Call IMAGEWRITER/11 PRINTER, RAM 
CARD, VlDEODIGITtZER, VARIOUS 
._1_-800 __ -9_3_2_-0_S2_8_e_xt_so_. ____ 
1
soFTWARE. CALL MIKE, FOR 
Wanted: Top prices paid football, 
baseball cards and sports 
memorabilia. can Ell at 921-2378 
days or 371-8040 evenings. 
PRICE. EVENINGS ONLY: 381-
7442. 
PERSONAL 
JOHN&CAROL 
TELEVISM 
Junior letterman Tim Bane is the favorite to take over 
the spot vacated by Schm1dt (177 pounds), but he will be 
pushed by freshmen Jeff Powell and David Vietme1er. 
Senior Tom Aannery ,Juniors Judd Smith and Chris Mane, 
and freshman Nick Miloradovic will contend at 167 for 
DiBernardo's former position. 
Other key returnees are junior Lamarr Saxton, a na-
tional qualifier last year at 126 pounds, Dan Single, the 
1989-90 Ohio Athletic Conference heavyweight cham-
pion, Corey Bowser, who was an All-Amencan at 190 last 
season, and 150-pound Ken Cardaman. 
PJHRUSCHAK 
SPRING BREAK 1991 -Individual or 
student organization needed to 
promote Spring Break trip. Earn 
money, free trips and valuable work 
experience. CALL NOW!! Inter-
Campus Progams: 1-800-327-6013. 
Lost: An 8 1/2 x11 notebook (green 
cover). containing handwritten notes 
and essays on contemporary poets. 
If found, would you return It to the 
English dept office. Thanks, Professor 
James Magner. 
OFF-LINE PATRICK KILCLINE FEEBLE MIND MARK RAKOCY 
Free Spring Break Trips to student or 
student organizations promoting our Apologies to the Grateful Dead - no 
Spring Break Package. Good paid insultwasintended. 
fun. Call CMI 1-800-423-5264 . ._ ___________ 
1
DearLoose Uzzy, 
Professional Typist: Graphs, I can't wait for you to give me "A 
Resumes, Term Papers, and NightToRemember." Lustfully,Remo 
Spreadsheets. Reasonable prices. Williams (your Italian Stallion). P .S.I 
Sandy Barnes, 221•4637. can't wait to meet your family. I can't J-------------1 walt to wave my Italian flag! 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, 
GRANTS. ED'S SERVICE, BOX ABigThankYoutoallmyJCUbucldies 
3006, BOSTON, MA 02130 andsponsorswhoaresupportingme ._, __________ -tin the upcoming pageant. I can't 
thank you enough. You are all the 
Part time position, 16·24 hours per greatest! Love, Sara M. H. 
week. Compensation: Room & ._:------------1 
Board. Job: Ute skills counsefing in 
re treatment center for teens with 
emotional problems. Junior&Seniors 
PERSONAL ARE FREE FOR ALL 
JCU STUDENTS!! 
A 
OUSf PHILOSOPHERS. 
--
... 
-
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Blue Streaks end season with win over Muskies 
by Julie Evans 
Stoff Reporter 
The John Carroll Blue Streaks defeated 
Muskingum 25-10 Saturday at Wasmer Field 
and finished the season in second place in the 
Ohio Athletic Conference with and 8-1 rec-
ord, 8-2 overall. 
But neither their victory on Saturday nor 
their record was enough to secure them a 
second straight playoff appearance. 
The Streaks claimed a 7-0 lead with 3:12 
remaining in the flfSt quarter and when Bruce 
Saban fell on a Willie Beers fumble in the end 
zone. 
The Streaks wtll travel to Dayton again 
next year to open the season. 
DeCarlo believes that it was the Mount 
Union game and not the Dayton game that 
hurt the Streaks. 
"What really killed us was the loss to 
Mount Union," DeCarlo said. "If we 
hadn't lost to them it would have put us at 
9-1 behind Dayton, the defending champs. 
Then we wouldn't have been scrambling 
at the end of the season. It could have 
ended Dayton, us, Allegheny, and then 
Mount Union." 
JCU's only two losses this year came to 
the top two teams in the North Region of 
NCAA Division Ill. 
Some seniors will be leaving the Streaks 
after this season, the most notable of whom 
isrecord-settingquarterbackLarryWanke. 
The Streaks baffled the Muskingum de-
fense with a fake extra pointaftertheirsecond 
score, a Larry Wanke pass to Beers. Holder 
Monte Hall threw a pass to a diving Brad 
Wingler to complete a two-point conversion 
and a 15-0 Streaks lead. Joe Potts prepares to snap the ball during Carroll 's final game or the season last 
In only two years with Carroll, Wanke 
set several school records, including most 
career passing yardage, completions, total 
offense, and touchdown passes. 
"We hadn'tdoneit,and wanted toseeifwe 
could execute it," DeCarlo said. "Our de-
fense held well and we had no reason not to 
Saturday against Muskingum. photo by Marcellus Nealy JCU will be losing only one senior on 
the defensive side of the ball, free safety 
Keith Farber, who led the Streaks with 
five interceptions this year, including one try." 
The Streaks kept the Muskies guessing on fourth down 
situations throughout the game. At one point, JCU faked 
apuntandsnapped theball toseniorR.ayLowewhopushed 
forward to pick up a flfSt down. 
Sophomore running back Willie Beers gained 140 yards 
and led the OAC in rushing this season with 966 yards 
despite missing one game because of injuries. 
In two seasons he has rushed for 1,876 yards, which 
places him sixth among the Streaks' all-time rushers, just 
running past Don Shula' s 1,785 yards. 
"On Saturday we won our fifth game in a row and 
hopefully we'll go into the off season set to work hard." 
DeCarlo said. "We have a solid team and just have to live 
with our losses. I think that it is a lesson in itself and we 
have to accept it and go back to the drawing board and make 
it happen next season." 
Speculation has been made throughout the season that 
playing the University of Dayton first was a mistake that 
cost the Streaks a playoff berth. However, DeCarlo dis-
agrees. 
"I think we had the highest scoring game against Dayton 
this season," DeCarlo said. 
THE ULTIMATE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
IS T()II 
OUTVVITH THE 
IN CROVVD err 
Saturday. 
DeCarlo believes that the Blue Streaks are now begin-
ning to take form and is not particularly concerned about 
next year. 
"It was an emotional game because we had a number of 
seniors who were in my first recruiting class and we felt it 
was a real sentimental last ball game," DeCarlo said. "One 
reaJ positive aspect of the season is the good relationship 
between the players and the coaches. This creates good 
feelings which is the bottom line, it means we're accom-
plishing our job." 
13897 Cedar Road 
(Located In Cedar Center Plaza) 
CLUB C CONUTS Beverage Cany-Out Available: Kegs, Cases & Taps!!! 
At Naudca in th~ Flats 
The Champagne of Ladies Nights 
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT AT CLUB COCONUTS 
>>Ladies are admitted free all evening<< 
>>Complimentary glass of champagne 
and other beverages for all ladies<< 
provided by Charles Scott Hair, Skin and Nails in Roclcy RiW!r. 
Doors open at 7:30 pm 21 & over 
For further information, call 579·9961 
EAT! EAT! EAT! 
gg, HAPPY HOUR Mon-Fri 5 to 9 
THE EDDIES 
playing Sat November 17 
THE KITCHEN IS OPEN UNTIL THE THE 
BAR CWSES EVERY NIGHT 
Don't Forget . .. 
We deliver to John Carroll campus 7-12 p.m . M-Th 
Call 932-8828 for delivery 
